
Hukeng’s Super Exciting TOS 
 

Preface 

By further interacting with me for the purpose of requesting a service, you agree that you 

have fully read and understood the terms below and are legally permitted to request such a 

service. I shall not be responsible or liable for any legal repercussions, damages or financial 

losses incurred as a result of your interactions with me or my work. 

 

Commission process 

Commission-related correspondence should ideally take place via Discord. My username is 

Hukeng. Other means of communication may be used at the commissioner’s express 

request. 

Commissioners may provide me with reference images and/or a short, concise script 

detailing the nature and general structure of the artwork they would like to commission. 

Please note that I may take artistic liberties with parts of the project for which I have not 

received explicit instructions, so make sure to include any specific details you would like to 

see. Additionally, I would greatly appreciate it if references and scripts were delivered in file 

formats (eg. .docx) that can be opened offline. 

Commissioners will receive work-in-progress such as sketches and line art over the course of 

the commission process, and will get the option to point out aspects they would like to see 

changed or redone. Please note that while such changes are included in the base price most 

of the time, I reserve the right to charge extra for extensive reworks, especially if they occur 

at a late stage of the commission process. 

Other elements for which I reserve the right to add a surcharge beyond the standard item 

price include: 

- ‘Private’ commissions which I am not allowed to post to any of my galleries 

- Alternative versions or variants of a piece (different outfits, sfw/nsfw alts etc.) 

- very intricate or unusual character or outfit designs 

- Pieces that require substantial amounts of original character or creature design 

- Pieces that require substantial amounts of original writing and/or typesetting besides 

the art 

- Additional detailed props or backgrounds 

- Anything else that may considerably increase the time and effort invested in a 

particular piece 

Unless otherwise stated in written form and agreed upon by both me and the commissioner, 

I retain all rights to any content I create. This includes, but is not limited to, the right to 



reproduce, alter and build upon it, as well as its use for the purpose of self-advertisement 

and all forms of commercial use. A commissioner may not resell or commercially use 

commissioned artwork unless explicitly authorised to do so, but is free to repost and 

distribute it non-commercially as they see fit. In such cases, I would greatly appreciate being 

credited as the artist. 

 

Payment 

Commission prices are as follows: 

 

Item Simple Render Full Colour 

Illustration 
Single detailed image, simple 

background optional 

€ 60.00 € 80.00 

Sequence 

TF or otherwise, price per step 

and character 

€ 45.00 € 60.00 

Comic 
Price per page, same level of 

detail as a 3-step sequence 

€ 135.00 € 180.00 

 

Reference Sheets 
‘Extras’ refers to text boxes, closeups, alternative outfits etc. 

Standard 
Single full body Illustration, 

up to 4 extras 

Large 
Two full body illustrations, 

up to 6 extras 

Deluxe 
Three full body illustrations, 

up to 8 extras 

€ 120.00 € 220.00 € 320.00 

 

I expect to receive full payment in advance prior to commencing work on any commission. 

Commissioners may request the option to split payment on particularly large projects or 

longer engagements, in which case I will only work on the part of the commission I have 

already received payment for. 

Payment in fiat currency will be handled via PayPal invoice. 

Payment in cryptocurrency is supported, preferably in the form of Litecoin (LTC) or its most 

popular derivatives. Prices will be based on the coin’s market value at time of payment. 

  



Wills and Won’ts 

IMPORTANT: If you are unsure whether your commission is something I would be willing to 

draw, do not hesitate to ask – The worst thing that can happen is for me to politely decline. 

 

I WILL DRAW: 

- Pretty much anything sfw – characters, comics, designs, concept art, game assets, 

landscapes, you name it! Just keep in mind that my experience with different kinds of 

subject matter may vary 

- Tasteful nsfw, especially if it’s cute and unusual – get weird! 

 

I WON’T DRAW: 

- Scat, urine or any other form of bodily waste 

- Diapers and ABDL content 

- Extreme gore or material featuring an unduly focus on violence, bloodshed and 

mutilation (candy gore and humorous/cartoony content are accepted and welcome, 

though) 

- Content obviously designed to attack, offend or belittle people or groups in a manner 

that crosses the boundaries of what can reasonably be considered satire (I leave it up 

to my own discretion do decide what this may or may not entail) 

- Content that is illegal to create, distribute or own within the Federal Republic of 

Germany or the commissioner’s country of residence 

- Anything else I might decide to avoid 

 


